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Abstract: Water-lubricated single-screw compressors (WSSCs) have developed rapidly in recent
years because they can supply oil-free compressed air at considerably low costs. However, a major
technical obstacle is that the conventional bearing arrangement of a star wheel shaft is prone to wear
failure, which makes it difficult for WSSCs to run properly for long periods of time. To solve this
problem, a star wheel thrust bearing with new liquid groove was proposed in this paper. Pulsating
forces (i.e., bearing forces) acting on a star wheel shaft by compressing air were calculated through the
dynamic analysis of the star wheel shaft system. A mathematical model of hydraulic water films in
the bearing sliding clearance was established to describe the influence of water injection pressure on
water film pressure distribution and its bearing capacity. Lubrication characteristics were compared
between two types of hydrostatic thrust bearings (HTBs) with different grooves to illustrate that the
new structure is more suitable for WSSCs. The reasonability of the proposed model and simulation
results were verified using an axial thrust bearing test rig developed by the authors. In addition,
variation parameters of hydrostatic film thickness between the sliding surfaces of the star wheel axial
thrust bearing were measured. The results show that the instability of the water film thickness and
axial vibration of the star wheel were suppressed, thereby avoiding the contact of solid materials
between the end face of the axial thrust bearing. This study provides a structural optimization pattern
of star wheel axial thrust bearings used in water-lubricated single-screw compressors.

Keywords: water-lubricated single-screw compressor (WSSC); hydrostatic thrust bearing (HTB);
bearing performance; working stability

1. Introduction

Single-screw compressors can offer reliable and efficient compression services in
several industrial fields. In recent years, water-lubricated single-screw compressors
(WSSCs)have increasingly prevailed in the fields of food, pharmaceuticals, petrochemical
industry, and new energy owing to their advantages, such as their energy consumption,
their oil-free nature in discharging air, lower manufacturing cost, and relatively lower
maintenance cost compared to other types of compressors [1–3].The WSSC structure is
shown in Figure 1; the WSSC utilizes one screw rotor to mesh with two star wheels which
are located on separated shafts mounted at right angles to the main rotor axis. As the screw
rotor rotates, spaces form between the screw groove, the star wheel and the casing, and
then gas from suction port flows into fill this space, which increases until the particular
screw groove moves out of mesh with the star wheel. Continued rotation brings the screw
groove full of gas into mesh with the next star wheel on the other side of the rotor; the
trapped volume decreases, and the gas pressure increases as the star wheel sweeps along
the screw groove. The final part of the process is the discharge phase, where all the gas is
swept out of the screw groove by the star wheel. With the proposal and implementation of
a multi-column envelope meshing pair profile [4], breakthroughs have been achieved on
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the rapid wear issue of star wheel tooth surfaces in WSSCs. On the basis of the adaption of
a new meshing profile, WSSCs with large displacement and a high compression ratio have
been developed in numerous Chinese companies. However, rapid wear and scuff often
occur in their star wheel’s thrust bearings due to the increase in and fluctuation of forces,
which has become a main barrier to the development of WSSCs.
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At present, two types of axis thrust bearings are used in WSSCs. The first type is rolling
bearings lubricated with grease, which should be tightly sealed and relatively difficult
for frictional heat to dissipate. This condition consequently increases the compressor
manufacturing cost and operational failure of the rolling bearings [5,6]. Moreover, a rolling
bearing appears to encounter numerous failures when radium and axis pulsating forces
act simultaneously. The other type is water-lubricated thrust bearings composed of a high
hardness shaft and graphite sleeve, in which no hydraulic film is formed. Axial forces
acting on the star wheel shaft make solid materials that are contacted directly, resulting
in the graphite shaft sleeve wearing out fast. Water lubricated bearings are apt for use in
WSSCs owing to the small meshing forces and minimal friction between their star wheel
and screw tooth. In WSSCs, the air–water mixture is discharged from the discharge port
at the end of the compression process and enters the gas–water separator thereafter for
separation. After cooling in a cooler, lubricating water is injected into the compression
chamber. Given that pressure in the gas–water separator is the same as the discharge
pressure, the pressure difference between the exhaust pressure and suction pressure is
often the injection pressure difference before and after the nozzle. WSSCs can automatically
supply high-pressure water that can be injected into the hydrostatic thrust bearings of
compressors to balance the axial forces and reduce the contact wear between two surfaces.

With the continuous development of the application of water-lubricated bearings
in machinery, research has mainly focused on their reliability and bearing performance.
Qiu et al. analyzed the influence of the guide bearing load of large vertical pumps on the
structure, design, manufacturing construction and installation errors of pump unit and as-
sembly [7]. They established the probabilistic load theory of guide bearing for the first time
and studied the modeling method and characteristics of bearing probability load. He et al.
studied the lubrication characteristics of the water-lubricated thrust bearing of submersible
pumps through simulation and experiment [8]. Scholars have studied the performance of
the water-lubricated thrust bearing in a variety of machines; however, there are few studies
on HTBs used in WSSCs. Heidrich and Li both proposed to use a water-lubricated sliding
bearing in WSSCs, but they did not give a detailed introduction [9,10]. Zhang analyzed
the thermal deformation mechanism of the meshing pairs in single-screw compressors
and proposed that the thermal deformation could be controlled by adjusting the bearing
position [11]. The bearing performance plays an important role in the operation of WSSCs,
especially the HTB of the star wheel shaft. The performance of water-lubricated thrust bear-
ings is investigated by various methods. M. Rohmer et al. assembled a water-lubricated test
rig to measure the performance of hydrostatic thrust bearings [12]. Wang et al. simulated
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the influence of structure and working parameters, such as water film thickness, water
injection hole diameter, and speed, on the bearing capacity of hydrostatic bearings [13].
Liu et al. calculated the pressure distribution of water film in a water-lubricated thrust
bearing using MATLAB and studied the influence of operating and bearing geometry
parameters on a bearing’s main lubricating performance [14]. Andres et al. investigated
the relationships between the main parameters of water-lubricated HTBs, such as bearing
clearance, water injection pressure, water film thickness and bearing capacity, by conduct-
ing experiments [15]. Zhang et al. analyzed the bearing capacity of the HTB after the
optimization design, then verified the simulation results by experiment [16].The effect of
the groove shape on the bearing performance was also studied in the relevant literature.
Sternlicht and Elwell, Rowe, Chen and Ding derived formulas for the lubricant flow rate
and load capacity of a single circular groove HTB and annular multi-recess HTBs and
verified their accuracies against experimental results [17–20]. Tian analyzed and compared
the bearing capacity of the hydrostatic with a circular and annular groove and deduced the
calculation method of the dynamic characteristics [21].

In summary, the bearing performance of various thrust bearings and their applications
have been studied globally. However, research on their working stability under a large
pulsating force has rarely been conducted. Given that the forces of a star wheel acted on
by compressed air pulsate significantly with the pressure of compressed air, the following
question should be answered: would this pulsation make the rotating ring of a bearing to
move up and down in the axial direction and destroy the star wheel piece? Therefore, one
of the major problems in the current study is the question of how to avoid large changes in
water film thickness and large axial displacement of the star wheel in a compressor.

For star wheel bearings, it is necessary to consume less water while maintaining its
stability because the liquid supply of the single-screw compressor is limited. To bring out
frictional heat in an HTB via water film flow and increase the distance of water flowing in
an HTB, an annular liquid groove crossing with numerous short channels was arranged on
the surface of a studied HTB, as shown in Figure 2a. Liquid pressure, pr, in the groove on
the sliding surface of an HTB is directly proportional to the compressor discharge pressure.
Moreover, pressure on its inner and outer edges is lower than the compressor suction
pressure. However, an annular water groove is often arranged on a conventional HTB
surface, as shown in Figure 2b [22]. Evidently, frictional heat and wear particles on the
sliding surface of an HTB can hardly be discharged out of the sliding surface. Additionally,
a significantly short distance between the groove and outer/inner edges will leak a large
volume of injected water. Compared with traditional HTBs with annular grooves, the
proposed HTB’s unique advantage is that injected water can rapidly drive all frictional
heat and particles out of it. Moreover, a large water flow distance in the clearance of a
bearing will increase the stability of the water film.
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This study uses the increasing application background of WSSCs as a basis on which
to conduct working behavior research regarding axial thrust bearings and the quantitative
relations of water film thickness to star wheel load, water injection pressure, and the
structure of HTBs in WSSCs. The workflow is shown in Figure 3.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Force Analysis and Parameters of the HTB
2.1.1. Determination of Forces Acting on a Star Wheel

The HTB force used for the star wheel shaft is related to the force of the star wheel.
Thus, the force analysis of the star wheel is also the focus of the research on an HTB’s
working characteristics.

Forces acting on a star wheel mainly come from the action of gas pressure in the
cylinder and constricting forces exerted by bearings on them. Illustrations of the acting
forces and torques are shown in Figure 4.
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As shown in the figure, the HTB mainly bears the gas force, Fg. According to the
working principle of single-screw compressors, gas pressure acting on a star wheel tooth
surface often varies with star wheel rotation angle, α. This situation also causes the resultant
force, Fg, from the gas pressure to change.
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The variable force acting on a star wheel can be calculated using the following equation
and relationship:

Gas force, Fig, of the ith star wheel tooth meshed into the screw groove is calculated
as follows:

Fig(α) = pi(α)Ai(α) (1)

Gas pressure, pi(α), acting on the ith star wheel tooth meshing with the screw groove
can be calculated using the formulas in the literature [23].The area, Ai(α), of the ith star
wheel tooth end face closed in the screw groove can be expressed as follows:

Ai(α) =


∫ b

2
− b

2

(√
R2

sw − η2 − η tan α − A−Rsr
cos α

)
dη αin ≤ α ≤ αo1∫ Rsw sin (αout−α)

− b
2

(√
R2

sw − η2 − η tan α − A−Rsr
cos α

)
dη αo1 < α ≤ αo2

(2)

where b is the tooth width of the star wheel, Rsw is the radium of the star wheel, dη is an
area element parallel to the tooth centerline on the tooth surface of the star wheel, η is the
distance between the area element and the tooth centerline, A is the center distance of the
screw rotor and star wheel, Rsr is the radium of the star wheel, αin is the star wheel rotation
angle at the end of suction, αo1 is the star wheel rotation angle when the star wheel tooth
begins to drop off the screw groove, αout is the star wheel rotation angle when the center of
the star wheel begins to drop off the screw groove, and αo2 is the star wheel rotation angle
at the end of discharge.

Thus, the resultant force that acts on the star wheel teeth engaging with their screw
grooves can be obtained as follows:

Fg(α) =
3

∑
i=1

Fig(α) (3)

This resultant force will be the key parameter to determine the water film thickness.
On the basis of the preceding description, this study developed a WSSC prototype. The
related technique parameters of the prototype are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Related technique parameters of a WSSC prototype.

Parameter Value

Diameter of the screw rotor/d1 310 mm
Diameter of the star wheel/d2 310 mm

Center distance/A 248 mm
Tooth width of the star wheel/b 49 mm

Rotational speed/n 2970 r/min
Theoretical displacement/Qv 30 m3/min

Under a common discharge pressure of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.2 MPa, the variation of the
resultant force, Fg, with the rotation angle of the star wheel shaft is shown in Figure 5.

It is shown that the minimum value of gas force, Fgmin, is 1203 N, and the maximum
value of gas force, Fgmax, is 2777 N. This largely fluctuating force, Fg, will act on the HTB of
the star wheel shaft and change the water film thickness between the two sliding surfaces.
In general, the screw rotor of a single-screw compressor has six screw grooves. Each
elementary volume will complete two gas transmission processes during every rotation
of the screw rotor. Therefore, the resultant force, Fg, has six periods of variation for each
rotation of the screw rotor.
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2.1.2. Parameters of the Star Wheel HTB

As shown in Figure 2a, D1 and D6 are the internal diameter and external diameter
of the bearing, respectively. The width of the radial groove is equal to that of the annular
part, and the length is about 0.4 times as big as the difference between the internal and
external diameters of the bearing. The structural dimensions of the HTB used for the star
wheel shaft not only meets the requirements of the use of the star wheel shaft, but also
needs to consider the size of the installation space. Parameters of the HTB applicable to the
prototype shown in Table 1 are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the HTB for the WSSC prototype.

Parameter Value

Internal diameter of the HTB/D1 55 mm
Internal diameter of the radial groove/D2 72 mm

Internal diameter of the annular groove/D3 89 mm
External diameter of the annular groove/D4 95 mm
External diameter of the radial groove/D5 111 mm

External diameter of the HTB/D6 120 mm
Width of the groove/e 3 mm

2.2. Numerical Simulation of HTB of Star Wheel Shaft in WSSC
2.2.1. Governing Equations

A large amount of water injected and a low temperature increase in lubricating water
during the working process of WSSCs will cause the energy equation to be disregarded [24].
Water flow in HTBs is governed by the following equations.

According to the law of conservation of mass, the equation of mass conservation
(i.e., continuity equation) can be written as follows:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ρu
∂x

+
∂ρv
∂y

+
∂ρw
∂z

= 0 (4)

The law of conservation of momentum (i.e., Navier–Stokes equation) is shown as follows:
ρ
(

∂u
∂t + u ∂u

∂x + v ∂u
∂y + w ∂u

∂z

)
= ρX − ∂p

∂x + µ
(

∂2u
∂x2 +

∂2u
∂y2 + ∂2u

∂z2

)
ρ
(

∂v
∂t + u ∂v

∂x + v ∂v
∂y + w ∂v

∂z

)
= ρY − ∂p

∂y + µ
(

∂2v
∂x2 +

∂2v
∂y2 +

∂2v
∂z2

)
ρ
(

∂w
∂t + u ∂w

∂x + v ∂w
∂y + w ∂w

∂z

)
= ρZ − ∂p

∂z + µ
(

∂2w
∂x2 + ∂2w

∂y2 + ∂2w
∂z2

) (5)
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where ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity, respectively, of water; p is the water
pressure in bearing clearance; u,v, and w are the velocity components in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively; and X,Y, and Z are the external forces per unit mass of lubricating water.

Whether a fluid is in a laminar or turbulent state can be judged using the Reynolds
equation [25]:

Re =
ρvl
µ

(6)

Note that 2300 is the critical Reynolds number of flow for liquid transition from
laminar flow to turbulent flow [25]. In the current study, the Reynolds number of an HTB
is expressed as follows:

Re =
ρ · 2πnR0 · h

60µ
(7)

where ρ = 103 kg/m3, the pitch diameter of the HTB R0 = 45.05 mm, µ = 10−3 Pa · s, and the
rotation speed of HTB n = 2970 r/min. All Reynolds numbers obtained by substituting the
water film thickness to Formula 13 are below 2300. Thus, laminar flow is used for simulation.

The following assumptions are necessary to construct the governing equations appli-
cable to the hydrostatic water film of star wheel HTB.

(1) Given that water does not slip on bearing surfaces, the speed of the water film and
that of the HTB ring is the same at their interface.

(2) Water film flowing in the bearing clearance is laminar without eddy current and
turbulence. Hence, ∂p/∂z = 0.

(3) The volume force of water is negligible compared with the viscous force. That is, the
external forces X, Y, and Z acting on the water film are 0.

(4) Water film flow in the bearing clearance is steady-state flow and the parameters in
the flow field do not change with time, so ∂/∂t is neglected.

(5) Water pressure in the entire groove on the static ring surface is constant, and the
dynamic viscosity, µ, and density, ρ, of water are constant.

(6) The velocity component of water film in the direction of water film thickness,w, can
be negligible. Given that z is substantially smaller than x and y, ∂2/∂x2 and are
substantially smaller than ∂2/∂z2.

On the bases of the preceding assumptions, the governing equations describing the
pressure and speed of water film are obtained by simplifying and integrating as follows:

∫ h
0 ρ
(

u ∂u
∂x + w ∂u

∂y

)
dz = −h ∂p

∂x +
∫ h

0 µ
(

∂2u
∂z2

)
dz∫ h

0 ρ
(

u ∂v
∂x + w ∂v

∂y

)
dy = −h ∂p

∂y +
∫ h

0 µ
(

∂2v
∂z2

)
dz∫ h

0

(
∂u
∂x + ∂v

∂y

)
dz = 0

(8)

2.2.2. Geometric Model

To understand the working performance of water film between the sliding surfaces
of the bearing rings, the star wheel thrust bearing mainly bears a unidirectional axial gas
force in WSSCs. Hence, only one unidirectional hydrostatic thrust bearing is needed. The
velocity fields of water film in the proposed HTB and used in our prototype are calculated
using a three-dimensional geometric model. Figure 6 shows the water film and flow in the
HTB clearance (parameters are shown in Table 2).
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Figure 6. Geometric model: (a) water fields in the bearing clearance; (b) water flow in the HTB clearance.

2.2.3. Simulation Process

The model of the water film was divided with structural mesh via ICEM CFD. The
mesh in the thickness direction of water film is the key point of mesh division because
water film thickness is found in extremely small quantities compared with radius direction.
Taking the mesh quality together with the memory allocation of the computer into account,
after multiple trials until the calculation results are essentially unchanged by the number
of meshes, the total number of meshes for the research subjects in this paper is 1,142,448,
which is appropriate. The mesh model is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Mesh model of the water film.

The SIMPLE algorithm is selected as the solution method [26]. The solution considers
that the fluid in the flow field inside an HTB is incompressible and the flow pattern is a
three-dimensional steady flow. The boundary conditions are set as follows.

(1) Inlet boundary condition: The water pressure of the inlet is known, so the pressure
inlet is adopted. The inletpressure is the water injection pressure of the WSSC.

(2) Outlet boundary condition:There are two ends in the radial direction, both of which are
outlets.The water pressure of the outlet was equal to that of the external environment.

(2) Wall boundary condition:The wall in contact with the rotating ring adopted a moving
wall and the speed is equal to the rotational speed of the star wheel shaft.The rest
arethe stationary walls and all walls all adopt a no-slip boundary condition.

2.3. Test Rig Description

To explore the bearing performance of a compressor in a real working environment
and verify the correctness of the model and the accuracy of the simulation results, a test
rig to model the working performance of HTBs of the star wheel was developed in this
research, as shown in Figure 8.
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The injecting pressure of the water injecting pipe was adjustable and the outlet pressure
of water film in the sliding clearance was atmospheric. Moreover, water injection pressure
could be measured by a pressure sensor. A non-contact displacement sensor was installed on
the upper base of the thrust surface of the bearing to measure the axial displacement of the
star wheel shaft under the action of the pulsating force. A vortex flowmeter was also installed
on the water injecting pipe to measure the water injection flowrate.

According to the force analysis of the star wheel, the axial gas force on the star
wheel is an alternating load that varies with the rotation of the star wheel following a
certain periodic law. In particular, pulsating load was generated by the combination of
an electromagnet and control circuit to simulate the actual load of the hydrostatic thrust
bearing in this research [27]. To exert a pulsating axial load (see Figure 5) on the bearing
rotating ring of a star wheel, an electromagnet (5) was equipped in the test rig and placed
on one side of the test rig. The electromagnetic would generate a suction force on the
rotating circle plane after energizing.

Under appropriate assembly conditions, it was necessary to ensure that there was
not only a certain clearance between the electromagnet and the rotating circle plane, but
also that the electromagnet could produce enough suction force to the rotating circle plane
under this clearance. Given that the rotating circle plane was connected with the spindle
through a fixed base, the pulsating electromagnetic force was converted to the force exerted
on the spindle. The rated working voltage of the electromagnet was 110 V DC voltage, and
the maximum suction force that could be generated on the rotating circle plane under rated
working conditions was 5000 N. The suction force of the electromagnet would increase
with the increase in DC voltage.

To simulate the actual force acting on the HTB of the star wheel shaft in WSSCs,
electromagnetic force was calibrated with a ring pressure sensor to determine the specific
relationship between the axial gas force acting on the bearing and change of input voltage.
During calibration, the hydrostatic thrust bearing was replaced by an annular pressure
sensor, and the clearance between the rotating circle plane and the electromagnet was
adjusted to 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. The input DC voltage was adjusted to
gradually increase from 0 to 110 V, and the angle of the rotating circle plane was changed
to measure the pressure corresponding to each voltage value at different rotation angles.
The average value was obtained by multiple measurements to obtain the corresponding
pressure relationship.
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In the experiment, it was necessary for the input voltage to be processed using the
control circuit to make the voltage changes periodically according to the pulsating force.
Hence, the electromagnet produced periodic suction, and the corresponding gas force was
eventually simulated by adjusting the voltage.

The rotation speed of the HTB shaft driven by a motor was adjustable to test the
influences of sliding speed on the lubricating state. To maintain HTB and its shaft in
equilibrium, two water radial sliding bearings were installed on the shaft. Since the eddy
current displacement sensor (11) used in the experiment was a non-contact measurement,
an auxiliary disc (9) for measuring displacement was installed on the spindle to measure the
water film thickness in the bearing clearance of the hydrostatic thrust when it was working.
In addition, axial displacement of the spindle was measured using the displacement sensor
during the experimental operation, which was the water film thickness. Measured data
on the bearing lubrication behavior under different loads could be recorded by an NI
acquisition system.

3. Research Results and Discussion
3.1. Simulation and Experimental Results

Figure 9 shows that water flows radially and circumferentially from the groove, thereby
indicating that circumferential and radial velocity gradients exist in the HTB clearance.
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Figure 10 shows simulation results of the water film pressure distribution on the static
ring surface of the star wheel shaft’s HTB under different axial forces of the star wheel and
water injection pressures.

Evidently, when the water injection pressure is constant, water film thickness between
the static and rotating bearing rings decreases gradually with an increase in their loads.
When the water film reaches at least 0.1 mm, pressure on the entire surface of the HTB
ring is nearly the same. For different star wheel HTBs, a varying range of water film
thickness is often expected to be between 0.03 mm and 0.05 mm to maintain reasonable
clearances between star wheel pieces and compressor cylinder [24]. However, water film
thickness should not be markedly below 0.015 mm to avoid direct contact between the two
solid surfaces of a bearing. In this manner, for the numerous HTBs used in WSSCs, the
excellent working stability of the star wheel in the axle is expected when the minimum and
maximum values of water films are 0.015 mm and 0.06 mm, respectively.
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Figure 11 depicts a sectional view of 3D pressure distribution of the water-lubricated
HTB of a star wheel shaft in a WSSC on a sliding surface.
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Figure 11 shows the intuitive trend of pressure distribution that pressure in the water
groove is the highest and gradually decreases in the radial direction of the inner and outer
edge of the bearing.

Under the dynamic periodic load simulating the real force of the star wheel, Figure 12
shows the change of the liquid film thickness of the bearing.
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The displacement in the figure is the water film thickness in the bearing clearance. It
is seen that although the exerted electromagnet force fluctuates substantially, the measured
water lubricating the film in the bearing sliding clearance is nearly constant. The high
frequency of the exerted load can also obtain steady water-lubricating film thickness.

To verify the performance of the hydrostatic thrust bearing designed in this paper,
some comparisons are made as follows.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the bearing capacity. On the basis of the same
hydrostatic chamber area, the lubrication characteristics of the hydrostatic bearing with the
traditional annular groove are compared with those of the hydrostatic bearing with the
groove described in this research under the same depth of hydrostatic chamber. For cases
with three water injection pressures, Figure 13a shows a comparison of the variation of
bearing capacity with the water film thickness of HTBs with the traditional annular groove
and a crossing groove. Figure 13b represents a comparison of the experimental results with
simulated results of the relationship between the bearing capacity of the HTB of the star
wheel shaft and the water film thickness under three different water injection pressures.

The calculation method for the bearing capacity of an HTB with an annular groove in
this paper is the same as that in the literature [13,28]; the calculated results in this paper
are basically consistent with their trend and value ratio. Evidently, the bearing capacity
of HTB with an annular groove is larger than that of the crossing groove. The difference
increases with an increase in the water injection pressure. The bearing capacity of an HTB
is the product of the effective bearing area and pressure in the groove. Given the effective
bearing areas of the two types of HTBs are constant, in the annular groove, it is higher
than that of the crossing groove, and the difference increases with an increase in the water
injection pressure.
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Note that the bearing capacity of an HTB decreases rapidly with an increase in the
thickness of the water film in the range of 0–0.06 mm of water film thickness. When water
film thickness becomes thicker than 0.05–0.06 mm, bearing capacity is relatively small and
even. In addition, high water injection pressure can remarkably increase bearing capacity.
However, the maximum water injection pressure often is the discharge pressure of WSSCs.
This discharge pressure is sufficient to form a thick water film and to support a star wheel.
Furthermore, the working loads of a star wheel in WSSCs have the parameters listed in
Table 1 and labeled in Figure 13. Under the working loads, sufficient thick water film can
be formed. By contrast, the relations between loads and lubricating films of the simulation
and experimental results have the same changing trend.

However, the simulated and experimental data points have some slight differences
for the same axial force and same injecting pressure. The error may come from some
deflections arising from the rotating shaft and bearing ring in the rig. In the numerical
simulation, the static and rotating rings of the bearing are supposed to be parallel to each
other. Moreover, errors may come from the standard testing of the water film measurement
in the rig.

Comparison is drawn in Figure 14a on the variation of the water supply with the water
film thickness of two types of HTBs. Figure 14b shows the relationship between water
supply and water film thickness of HTBs under three different water injection pressures.
The experimental and simulated results are likewise listed.

Figure 14 shows that the water supply of an HTB with the crossing groove is smaller
than that of the annular groove. Circumferential and radial flows are present owing to the
existence of radial short channels, as shown in Figure 8. The existence of a radial short
channel also increases the flow channel of the lubricant water, thereby reducing the amount
of water. The water supply difference between the two types of HTBs is extremely small
when the water film thickness is small. The difference gradually increases with an increase
in water film thickness, which is due to the cubic correlation between water supply and
bearing clearance according to the empirical formula.
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Compared with the simulation results, the experimental and simulation values de-
scribe the same trend of water flowrate change in the sliding clearance of an HTB. The water
flowrate measured by the experiment is larger than that of the simulation. The possible
reason for errors is that the numerical calculation model is based on the ideal assumption
that water film thickness is uniform. The experimental test focuses on engineering practice,
which may be caused by a machining error, assembly error of bearing working surface,
or tilt between working faces of HTB, resulting in uneven actual water film thickness.
Thereafter, water supply increases.

3.2. Discussion

One of the major aims of this research is to control the hydrostatic water film thickness
in a proper range because there is extremely limited assembly space for WSSCs. The
results indicate that as water injection pressure increases, the bearing capacity of the HTB
increases. The supply flowrate increases with an increase in water film thickness and water
injection pressure. According to the hypothesis (presented at the beginning of the third
section), this study only involves the simulation of steady lubrication states under different
constant force loads acting on an HTB. However, force loading, hydrostatic water film and
film pressure, among others, are constantly changing in the practical operation of WSSCs.
The pulsation frequency of their loading force is approximately 200–400 Hz. To describe
this unsteady lubrication state, an evaluating method of maximum and minimum values,
which is well-known as the “squeeze effect” in a narrow clearance flow of a fluid, is used.
When the load on an HTB increases, the hydrostatic lubricating film, h, becomes thinner.
This “getting thinner” has an effect that is a reaction against getting thinner. However,
when the load on HTB decreases, the hydrostatic lubricating film, h, becomes thicker.
Accordingly, this “getting thicker” has an effect that is a reaction against getting thicker.
A steady hydrostatic water film, hmin, under a constant maximum load, Wmax, must be
the limitation of pulsating hydrostatic water film under the changing load that does not
exceed Wmax. Similarly, a steady hydrostatic water film, hmax, under constant minimum
load, Wmin, must be the limitation of a pulsating hydrostatic water film under the changing
load, which is not as low as Wmin.

Both simulation and experimental results show that the newly proposed structure of
the HTB can meet the requirements of loading pulsating gas force within the allowable
clearance range of the WSSC. The comparison of the water consumption of the two types
of HTB shows that the new structure is more water-efficient. For star wheel bearings, it is
necessary to consume less water while maintaining its stability because the liquid supply
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of the single-screw compressor is limited. All the above means that the new modification
is suitable for the star wheel shaft of WSSCs. The steady-state hydrostatic lubrication
simulating model developed in this study can be used to determine HTB sizes and its water
injection pressures for WSSCs. When a bearing designed in this manner is implemented,
its water lubrication films will be in the range of hmin to hmax.

Accordingly, there is no sudden change in the thickness of the water film because the
force changes continuously and periodically when the discharge pressure of the WSSC
remains unchanged. In experiment, all data were measured and collected after the system
ran stably, and the water film thickness in the bearing clearance would fluctuate at the same
frequency as the force fluctuated. The deflection of the component caused the oscillation in
the direction of water film thickness, but its frequency was different from the fluctuation
frequency of force. During data processing, the signal data with the same frequency of
components deflection were isolated from the original data by FFT in Mathcad software.
Finally, data regarding the water film thickness were obtained by IFFT.

In the numerical simulation, it was assumed that water did not slip on the bearing
surface. However, in the experiment, due to the low viscosity of water, the water velocity
near the surface of the HTB ring may be different from the bearing speed.

4. Conclusions

On the bases of the simulation and experimental investigations of the HTB of the
star wheel shaft in a WSSC, remarkable achievements were made, and the following main
conclusions can be drawn.

(1) A new structure of a water-lubricated HTB of star wheels was developed, in which
an annular groove with numerous crossing short grooves was proposed.

(2) The lubrication characteristics were compared between HTBs with two types of
grooves. The results show that the bearing capacity of an HTB with an annular groove
is larger than that of an HTB with a crossing groove. However, water supply is also
increased. The HTB with a crossing groove is more suitable for WSSCs because of the
lower water consumption on the premise of equivalent bearing capacity.

(3) A distinctive HTB test rig with an electromagnet loading system was designed and
constructed to test and verify the new design and calculation results of a star wheel
HTB’s lubricating state in WSSCs. There was good agreement between the experi-
mental results and simulation results.

(4) A proper range of hydrostatic lubrication film should be limited in the range between
0.015 mm and 0.06 mm for the star wheels of WSSCs. A new structure of a star wheel
HTB proposed in this research can offer reasonable bearing capacity in this limited
water film thickness, even if the gas load acting on HTB varies substantially.

In the experiment, only axial force was applied to the HTB, and the radial bearing
just bore the weight of the shaft itself. Our analysis neglects the radial displacement.
We readily admit that a short test may not fully reflect the performance of the HTB in a
WSSC. The results of this research may be useful for design of an HTB for WSSCs with
large displacement and a high compression ratio. An important direction for further work
might be to study the performance of the HTB with crossing groove in WSSCs during
long-term operation. Additionally, a further experiment should be conducted with a more
sophisticated measuring system with axial and radial displacement.
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